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Prologue: Assembling a Research Argument

• Do some research to get a handle on your project.

• Once you have a sense of your problem and its likely 
solution, begin planning your argument.

• Update your plan as your research progresses.

• When you try to make a research argument that answers 
your readers’ predictable questions you will see what 
research you have yet to do.
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Prologue: Assembling a Research Argument

• Arguments here are conversations with amiable and 
sometimes skeptical readers for cooperatively finding the 
best answer to an important but challenging question.

• Arguments answer the general reader question:

Why should I believe that?
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7.1 Argument as a Conversation with 
Readers

• Research involves more than just giving your readers a data 
dump that says, Here are some facts about my topic; it 
means explaining your problem and justifying your solution 
in a research argument.

• In a research argument, you make a claim, back it with 
reasons supported by evidence, acknowledge and respond to 
other views, and sometimes explain your principles of 
reasoning.
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7.1 Argument as a Conversation with 
Readers

• Arguments are answers to these five questions:
1. Claim: What do you want me to believe? What’s your point?

2. Reasons: Why do you say that? Why should I agree?

3. Evidence: How do you know? Can you back it up?

4. Acknowledgment and Response: But what about . . . ?

5. Warrant: How does that follow? What’s your logic? Can you 
explain your reasoning?
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Real Conversation Example
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Real Conversation Example
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7.2 Supporting Your Claim

• The core of every research argument is the answer to your 
research question, the solution to your problem—your main 
claim. You have to back up that claim with two kinds of 
support: reasons and evidence.
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7.2 Supporting Your Claim

• Support Claims with Reason(s)
• Elementary schools should make teaching foreign languages a 

priority (claim) because we acquire languages best and most easily 
when we are young (reason).

• Base Reasons on Evidence (data)
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Example with 
chained reasons 
and supporting 

evidence



7.3 Acknowledging and Responding to 
Anticipated Questions and Objections
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7.4 Connecting Claims and Reasons with 
Warrants
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Warrant Example
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Recommendation
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When you acknowledge other views and explain your 
principles of reasoning in warrants, you give readers 

good reason to work with you in developing and testing 
new ideas.
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8.1 Determining the Kind of Claim You 
Should Make

• Two types:
• Conceptual Claims

• Practical Claims
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Conceptual Claims

Claim of Example Needed Support

Fact or existence Average global temperatures have 
risen to unprecedented levels
within the past decade.

Evidence that the 
situation is as claimed

Definition and 
classification

Birds, not reptiles, are the direct 
descendants of dinosaurs.

Reasoning about 
similarities and differences

Cause and 
consequence

Exposure to asbestos is a leading 
contributor to lung cancer.

Set of facts to show that
one leads to another

Evaluation or 
appraisal

Shakespeare’s greatest comedy is 
As You Like It.

Criteria of judgment
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Practical Claims
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• A practical claim is one that argues for (or against) some action
or policy.

• It is usually built from a chain of conceptual claims: one that 
demonstrates that a problem exists, another that shows what 
causes the problem, and still another that explains how doing
what you propose will fix it.

• You need also to explain the following:
1. Why your solution is feasible; how it can be implemented with 

reasonable time and effort.
2. Why it will cost less to implement than the cost of the problem.
3. Why it will not create a bigger problem than the one it solves.
4. Why it is cheaper or faster than alternative solutions.



8.2 Evaluating Your Claim

• Good claims must be:
1. Specific

2. Significant and contestable (non-intuitive, requires convincing)
If readers accept a claim, how many other beliefs must they change?
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TV inflates estimates 
of crime rates.

Graphic reports of violence on local TV news 
lead regular viewers to overestimate by as 

much as 150 percent both the rate of crime 
in their neighborhood and the personal 
danger to themselves and their families.



8.3 Qualifying Claims to Enhance Your 
Credibility

• Acknowledge Limiting Conditions
• We conclude that the epicenter of the earthquake was fifty miles 

southwest of Tokyo, assuming the instrumentation was accurately 
calibrated.

• Use Hedges to Limit Certainty
• We wish to suggest a [note: not state the] structure for the salt of 

deoxyribose nucleic acid (D.N.A.). . . . A structure for nucleic acid has 
already been proposed by Pauling and Corey. . . . In our opinion, this 
structure is unsatisfactory for two reasons: (1) We believe that the 
material which gives the X-ray diagrams is the salt, not the free acid. . . . 
(2) Some of the van der Waals distances appear to be too small. (J. D. 
Watson and F. H. C. Crick, “Molecular Structure of Nucleic Acids”)
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9.1 Using Reasons to Plan Your Argument
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Order your 
reasons and 

evidences logically 
using  a 

storyboard.



9.2 Distinguishing Evidence from Reasons
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• To count as evidence, a statement must report something 
that readers agree not to question, at least for the purposes 
of the argument.

• But if they do question it, what you think is hard factual 
evidence is for them only a reason, and you have not yet 
reached that bedrock of evidence on which your argument 
must rest.

• If you can imagine readers plausibly asking How do you know 
that? What facts make it true?, you have not yet reached 
what readers want—a bedrock of uncontested evidence.



Example
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Give numbers!



9.3 Distinguishing Evidence from Reports of 
It

• You don’t share with your readers the evidence itself, but a 
report of it.
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9.3 Distinguishing Evidence from Reports of 
It

• We depend on reports of evidences.

• Or report our evidences to serve our arguments.

• Evidences can be manipulated when reported.

• So readers expect:
• Full details for your evidences

• or complete citations for evidences from your sources.

• In Computer Engineering research, readers expect enough 
detail to recreate your experiments.
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9.4 Evaluating Your Evidence

• Readers are skeptical, so your evidences must be:
• Accurate

• At right level of detail (precision)

• Sufficient

• Representative (properly generalizable)

• Authoritative (methods, literature citations, constructs, etc.)
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Example
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Example
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10.1 Questioning Your Argument as Your 
Readers Will

• Share the core of your argument with a friend, mentor, or 
colleague to identify questions, objections, and alternatives.

• View your argument through the eyes of someone who has 
a stake in a different outcome.

• Example questions:
• Why do you think there’s a problem at all?

• Have you properly defined the problem?

• Have you stated your claim too strongly?

• Why is your solution better than others?

• Is your evidence accurate, precise, …?
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10.2 Imagining Alternatives to Your 
Argument

• You will seem more credible if you show not just the 
strengths and limitations of your own argument, but also 
that you have thought about the alternatives to it.

• Imagine your alternatives.

• Look in your sources. Look for disagreements with your work 
and among your sources.

• Look in your sources for evidences used to handle the 
alternatives.
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10.3 Deciding What to Acknowledge

• Acknowledging too many questions, alternatives, and 
objections will distract your readers.

• Acknowledging too few and you seem indifferent to or even 
ignorant of your readers’ views.

• To narrow your list, consider these priorities:
• Plausible charges of weaknesses that you can rebut

• Alternative lines of argument important in your field

• Alternative conclusions that readers want to be true

• Alternative evidence that readers know

• Important counterexamples that you have to address
34



10.3 Deciding What to Acknowledge

• Acknowledging Flaws in Your Argument
1. If you discover a flaw in your argument that you cannot fix or 

explain away, try to redefine your problem or rebuild your 
argument to avoid it.

2. But if you cannot, acknowledge the issue and respond that:
• The rest of your argument balances the flaw.

• While the flaw is serious, more research will show a way around it.

• While the flaw makes it impossible to accept your claim fully, your 
argument offers important insights.
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10.3 Deciding What to Acknowledge

• Acknowledging Questions You Can’t Answer
• It is OK to leave some open questions.

• Stimulating research is often that which provides not answers to 
questions we already know, but new sets of questions we haven’t 
yet thought to ask.
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10.4 Framing Your Responses as Subordinate 
Arguments

• A minimal response gives a reason to limit or reject what 
you have acknowledged.

• If readers don’t recognize the basis of your reason, explain
its basis using additional reasons and evidence.
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10.5 The Vocabulary of Acknowledgment 
and Response

• Check the reference book to find out how to acknowledge 
and respond to objections and alternatives.

• Decide how much credence to give it: from just mentioning 
an objection and dismissing it to addressing it at length.
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11.1 Warrants in Everyday Reasoning

• We often use proverbs to 
support our reasoning.

There’s smoke, there’s fire.
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11.2 Warrants in Academic Arguments

• State your warrants only if your readers will not be able to 
understand your reasoning without them, or if you anticipate 
that your reasoning will be challenged.

• Warrants are difficult because:
• Academic warrants aren’t commonplaces we all share.

• Experienced researchers rarely state their warrants explicitly.

• Academic warrants are often stated in ways that compress their 
circumstances and consequences, e.g., Shared DNA is the measure 
of the relationship between species.
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11.3 Understanding the Logic of Warrants

• If someone objects that the reason seems irrelevant to the 
claim, justify the connection with a warrant consisting of: (1) 
a general circumstance that lets us draw a conclusion about (2) a 
general consequence.
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11.4 Testing Warrants

• The reason of this example can be challenged for relevance.
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Adding a Warrant



11.4 Testing Warrants

Test your warrant using the following questions:

1. Is that warrant reasonable?
Can readers accept that its consequence follows from its 
circumstance?

2. Is it sufficiently limited?

3. Is it superior to any competing warrants?
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11.4 Testing Warrants

4. Is it appropriate to this field?

For law students, which warrant is appropriate?

a. When a person is wronged, the law should correct it.
b. When one ignores legal obligations, even inadvertently, one 

must suffer the consequences.

5. Is it able to cover the reason and claim?
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11.5 Knowing When to State a Warrant

1. Your readers are outside your field.

2. You use a principle new or controversial in your field.

3. You make a claim that readers will resist because they just 
don’t want it to be true.
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11.6 Using Warrants to Test Your Argument

• All arguments rely on warrants, even if they aren’t stated 
explicitly.

• You can test the soundness of an argument by trying to 
imagine a warrant for it.

• Consider this argument:
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11.6 Using Warrants to Test Your Argument

• Adding a warrant:
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Problem: The specific circumstance (rising violence 
among children aged 12–16) is not a valid instance 

of the warrant’s general circumstance (children 
being exposed to images of sadistic violence).
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